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FERAFEED 213

MADE IN

NEW ZEAL AND

Products Forms
Paste in pails for use in permanent or fixed bait stations

Paste in Ferafeed 213 Striker bait stations.

The Connovation No 1 Seller- Ferafeed 213 is a non-toxic paste 

which attracts possums, rodents and wallabies to traps and bait 

stations.

Ferafeed 213 is highly palatable to target animals, combining top 

grade peanut butter and mixed grains.

Designed to be used before, and alongside toxic baits.

Research has established that pre-feeding prior to laying poisonous 

baits greatly enhances the success of control operations as it allows 

the target species to become familiar with the flavour and delivery 

method prior to poisoning.

Used by The Department of Conservation and other leading pest 

controllers and conservationists.

Ferafeed 213 Paste in a Pail Product Features

Paste options are designed for placement in permanent or fixed bait 

stations and encourage bait station feeding. 

Ferafeed 213 Striker Product Features

Ferafeed 213 Striker is a ready to use potato starch bait station filled 

with 18 grams of non-toxic 213 paste. The Bait station is glued to a 

card for ease of attachment and dipped in wax to provide weather 

and handling protection. 

This specially formulated biodegradable bait station completely 

breaks down in the field over a matter of weeks after interaction with 

pests, and is ideal where permanent bait stations are not required 

or needed. 

The card is stapled/nailed to trees or other suitable surfaces.

Product Features
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Prices exclude GST and freight

Ferafeed 213 Paste

Ferafeed 213 Paste

Ferafeed 213 Paste

Ferafeed 213 Striker

RC660-1

RC660-2

RC660-3

RC662-21

4.5kg pail

10kg pail

20kg pail

Pack of 500

PRODUCT               CODE       QUANTITY   PRICE

$32.50

$57.00

$104.00

$275.00
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